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About me

Hey, my name is Matias Carpintini. I'm a Fullstack Developer with 5 years of 
experience, based on Bariloche. I also launch couple startups before, like 
jobini.app (acquired), or Diabecarp.

GitHub - LinkedIn

About Pizard

Problem: With COVID, many small businesses (restaurants, clothing stores, 
pharmacies, hardware stores) were forced to sell online. Overnight there were 
many small entrepreneurs, with 0 experience in web development or e-commerce, 
struggling to build their online catalog, or worse, paying absurd amounts of money 
to software factories or developers to do the work, and be able to continue with 
the operation.

It is clear that the problem already existed, but now the pain is even stronger.

Market Opportunity: At this point you may be thinking, Shopify has already been 
created, and yes, you are right, in part. You see, these small businesses do not 
need half the things that Shopify (or another) offers, instead, what they need is a 
simpler product, and why not, cheaper. 

How do I know this? It was enough to order a lamp from the nearest hardware 
store to know its "new" way of selling: messages by whatsapp. You asked, the 
seller would send you a photo of the product, and close the transaction.

But this latent need to sell online, won't it fade away? The question is, if you now 
have a new sales channel, easy to manage, cheaper and, probably, bigger, why 
should you close it? The change is real, and more robust now.

http://jobini.app/
https://bit.ly/2SVC06T
http://github.com/matias-carpintini/
https://linkedin.com/in/matiascarpintini
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Solution: A web-app that fills the gap between platforms like Shopify and the 
informal sales trough WhatsApp. More easy, more fast and more economic. Take a 
look!

P.S There's an interesting feature on the app, that i think that can be very helpful 
for restaurants, when they come full-operative again. Take a look to the QRCode 
feature. You can sell the app just for that. What is this about? They can print a QR
Code from Pizard, and leave that on restaurant tables, so people come, scan and 
order. That order goes directly to the kitchen (for example). And with that, you're 
saving time and effort from waiters, also reducing contant and improving the 
service (delivering sooner).

Business Model

Recurring monthly subscription of $4 for pro plan, or $2 for basic plan.

If you have any questions, LMK!

Q&A

When did you launch the business?

Mar 2021

How much did you invest into your startup?

$700USD aprox., to hire a sales man (yup, Argentina is cheap), domain, etc.

I'm a Fullstack developer so, the biggest investment here is time.

What is your revenue?

We was offering it for a short amount of time 23 weeks). We get 6 paid 
customers but just 1 remains with us. The problem was sell to early, without 
test the platform so, there's was A LOT amount of issues (fixed now).

Competition?

https://pizard.app/
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Pency, we take a lof of things from them. They has 18K stores, and launched 
just 1 year ago, in Argentina. They're crushing it.

How would you grow it if you stayed within the business?

Facebook ads campaigns and hire someone else for cold calling.

What technology stack is this product built on?

Ruby on Rails, PostgreSQL, AWS.

What kind of support can buyers expect from you post-sale?

I will do the deploy to your severs. Also i can work on new features (there's 
was another developer involved in the development of Pizard, that can work 
on too).

Why are you looking to sell?

I'm starting new projects and, time is limited, also the money 😂


